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COUNTEREXAMPLE TO A THEOREM ON

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN HILBERT SPACE

WILLIAM J. KNIGHT

ABSTRACT. A counterexample is given to a theorem by Felix

Browder concerning solutions of differential equations with values

in Hubert space. Several valid conclusions (as near the original

conclusions as possible) are pointed out.

In 1964 Felix E. Browder [l, p. 518] published the following theorem:

Let H be a Hilbert space, f a weakly continuous mapping of R+ x H

into H.   Then for each r > 0, there exists a(r) > 0 such that, for each un  in

H with \\uA\ < r, there exists a strongly C -solution u of

duiù/dt = fit, tit)),       0<t< air),

with u(0) = zzn.

This theorem has been cited more recently in [2] and [4L   However, the

conclusion of the theorem is too strong, as we shall show by a counter-

example.   It is possible to conclude that the solution zz is absolutely con-

tinuous (in the sense of Hille and Phillips Ï3, p. 76]), strongly differentiate

a.e. to f(t, u(t)) on [0, a(r)), and even weakly differentiable everywhere to

f(t, u(t)) on [0, a(r)\ but u may fail to be (right) differentiable  in the strong

sense at 0.

The proof given in [l] for the stated theorem constructs a function zz on

[0, a(r)) satisfying

(uit), v) =(uQ, v) + j    (fis, uis)), v)ds    (Riemann integral)

for every t in [0, a(r)) and every v in H.   (Here ( , ) denotes the inner prod-

uct on H.)   The equation above does not imply that

u(t) = zzQ + j    f(s, u(s)) ds    (W-valued Riemann integral)
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for all t in [0, a(r)).   It implies only that

uit) = zz0 + J    fis, u)) ds    (Pettis integral)

for all t in [0, a(/■)). (See Hille and Phillips [3, p. 78].) However, this tells

us that zz is absolutely continuous, whence f(s, u(s)) is bounded and strongly

measurable if 0 < s < t < a(r).   So in fact

uit) = zz0 + {"' fis, uis))ds    (Bochner integral)

for all t in [0, a(r)).   Thus  u(t) is strongly differentiable almost everywhere

to f(t, u(t)) on [0, a(r)), and  u'(t) is weakly continuous.   Furthermore, u(t)

is weakly differentiable to f(t, u(t)) at.every point t in [O, a(r)), since for

all v in H and all t in [0, a(r)) we have

,._ / u(t + h) - u(t)      \     ..     ¡I   ft+h.¡        ,«.       \
Hm /-, f) = hm/T /U, zzUllzzs, zz)
zW> \ zz /     A_o V •>* /

=   lim I f14* </(s, „(s)), iz>zis = </(í, uit)), v)
h-*0»Jt

by the fundamental theorem of calculus for Riemann integrals.

The counterexample.  We construct a weakly continuous function

/: [0, l] —» /    such that the function F defined by F(t) = f^f(s)ds  (Bochner

integral) is not strongly differentiable at 0.   Then the problem

du(t)/dt = /(/),       uiO) = 0

satisfies the hypotheses of Browder's theorem.   However, if a strongly C -

solution zz existed, it would then satisfy

uit) = £ fis)ds = Fit)    (Bochner integral)

for all small t, but this function fails to be strongly differentiable at / = 0.

The function / is defined as follows,

(a) For zz = 1, 2, 3.we define scalar valued functions g    by

Í(2-" + 1-2-")-4(2-"+10     otherwise

-z)20-2-")2    if t£Í2-", 2-"+1),

for all t in [0, lL

(b) For zz = 1, 2, 3,... , we set fn(t) = d[tgn(t)]/dt tot all t in [0, ]].

(c) The function / from [0, l] into /. is defined at t to be the sequence
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fít)    =    [fyít),f2ít),fiít),    ...].

Note that for each t in [O, l], at most one term of f(t) is nonzero, and

thus f(t) certainly belongs to  L  fot each t in [0, lL   This shows also that

ll/(0ll2 = l/„(f)|  for the unique n such that t £ (2~", 2"" + 1L

Let t*n denote the midpoint of [2~n, 2~" + 1L   Then gn(t*n)= 2-4,

g¿(t„)= 0, and /„('*) = 2-4 when n = 1, 2, 3,-   Thus  strong lirn^ _^0f(t) 4

0, and so / is not strongly continuous at 0.   However, it is easy to see that

/ is strongly continuous everywhere on the half-open interval (0, l] and

weakly continuous even at 0.   (One shows that  Htnt^Qfn(t) = 0 and ||/(/)||2

is bounded by 5 as t —► 0.)

Now consider the function F defined by F(t)= f'f(s)ds  (Bochner inte-

gral) for t in [0, lL   Clearly F(t) = \Fy(t), F2(t), F^(t),...] where FJt) =

ÍÓfn(s)ds = tgn(t).   Then

F{t)t~_oi0) = r'Fit) = \gyit), g2it), g3it),...]

fot all t in (0, lL   Now each gn(t) —> 0 as t —► 0, but

||(^)-1Fa*)||2 = |gn(in*)| = 2-4     for all 7,

Thus  strong lim,_0'~  F(t) fails to exist, and so F(t) is not strongly

differentiable at t = 0.   This completes the counterexample.

If we wish to alter / so as to make the solution of u (t) = ¡(t) fail of

strong differentiability át the points  t   = l/n, n = 1, 2, 3, • • . , we need only

string together copies of the function / constructed above, but tailored to

fit the intervals [l/(n + 1), l/n].
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